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Quick Start Guide 

Introduction 

An easy-to-use solution to reduce the bandwidth requirement and operating cost of your game using 

bit-packing and data compression. 

Zion - Bandwidth Optimizer is a high-performance bit packer and compressor library that allows you 

to efficiently compress, pack and manipulate your data on a bit level before sending it over the 

network. 

Step 1 – Setup 

 Drag the BandwidthOptimizer prefab from the Prefabs folder to the Hierarchy window. 

 Hover over the configuration option to see the tooltip with more information about the option. 

 Define and configure compressors for the BandwidthOptimizer object based on your data. 

 Compressors can compress and decompress specific data types within the desired range to 

save bits. 

 

 

Step 2 – Write data 

Once you’ve setup your BandwidthOptimizer object you are ready to use it from your scripts. 

 Define the namespaces of the plugin at the top of the script. 

 Use the Clear() method of the bit packer before the first write operation to ensure old data is 

cleared properly. 

 Use one of the Write() methods to write your data. 

 Optionally, use one of the predefined compressors to compress your data. 
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// Define the namespaces of the plugin at the top of the script 
using ZionBandwidthOptimizer; 
using ZionBandwidthOptimizer.Compression; 
using ZionBandwidthOptimizer.BitPacking; 
 
private void WriteData() 
{ 
 // Get the bit packer instance 
 BitPacker bitPacker = BandwidthOptimizer.Instance.BitPacker; 
  
 // Clear old data 
 bitPacker.Clear(); 
  
 // Write an integer 
 bitPacker.WriteInt(100); 
  
 // Get the first predefined float compressor 
 CompressorFloat floatCompressor = BandwidthOptimizer.Instance 
  .GetFloatCompressor(0); 
  
 // Write a compressed float 
 bitPacker.WriteFloat(-64.59f, floatCompressor); 
} 
 
 

Step 3 – Pack data 

You must pack your data before you can send it over the network. Packing copies the data from the 

internal structure of the bit packer to a byte array. You have two methods to pack your data: 

 Pack() allocates a byte array with the exact size of the packed data and copies the content of 

the bit packer into this array. 

 
// This method allocates a byte array with the exact size of the packed data 
byte[]  buffer = BandwidthOptimizer.Instance.BitPacker.Pack(); 
int packedSize = buffer.Length; 
 
 
 

 PackNonAlloc() copies the data to a byte array you allocated previously and returns the size 

of the packed data in bytes. 

 
// This method only copies the data to a byte array you allocated previously. 
// This is useful for example in an update loop to prevent extensive allocations. 
// It is your responsibility to allocate an array large enough to store the data. 
// The recommended size of the array is the total original size of the data. 
byte[] buffer = new byte[1024]; 
int packedSize = BandwidthOptimizer.Instance.BitPacker.PackNonAlloc(buffer); 
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Step 4 – Transfer data 

Now you have a byte array ready to be sent over the network and received on another device. 

Network transfer is out of the scope of this guide. You can use any networking library to transfer the 

data.  

 

Step 5 – Unpack data 

You must unpack the received data before you can read it. Unpacking copies the byte array into the 

internal structure of the bit packer and prepares it to be read. 

 
private void OnDataReceived(byte[] buffer, int packedSize) 
{ 
 // Unpack data 
 BandwidthOptimizer.Instance.BitPacker.Unpack(buffer, packedSize); 
} 
 
 

Step 6 – Read data 

Now you are ready to read your data from the bit packer. 

 You must read your data in the same order as you wrote it into the bit packer. 

 The compressor you use to read the data must match the one you used to write it. 

 
private void ReadData() 
{ 
 // Get the bit packer instance 
 BitPacker bitPacker = BandwidthOptimizer.Instance.BitPacker; 
  
 // Read the integer 
 int first = bitPacker.ReadInt(); 
  
 // Get the first defined float compressor 
 CompressorFloat floatCompressor = BandwidthOptimizer.Instance 
  .GetFloatCompressor(0); 
  
 // Read the compressed float 
 float second = bitPacker.ReadFloat(floatCompressor); 
} 

 

Learn more 

Check out the provided example scenes to learn more about how to use the BandwidthOptimizer. 


